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SPACE TECH EXPO USA LAUNCHES NEW STAGE, ELEVATING ITS STATUS AS THE WEST 

COAST’S PREMIER B2B SPACE INDUSTRY EVENT 

 

Returning to Long Beach, the sunny space hub of California, on May 14 – 15 for its 12th edition, Space 

Tech Expo USA is set to be bigger than ever before. 2024 sees the launch of the brand-new 

Technology Conference, which means you can enjoy two days, two stages and twice the expertise. 

Develop your technical knowledge, find new connections and get business done with the civil, 

military and commercial space supply chains. Both the exhibition and conferences are free to attend, 

with one all access pass. 

Meet 275+ new contacts under one roof as our exhibitors showcase a variety of solutions including 

interconnect solutions, 3D printing, electronic components, temperature control, vacuum chambers, 

mechanical components and so much more! Build stronger, more reliable partnerships as you 

develop personal connections. This year, participating companies include Northrop Grumman 

Aerospace Services, Nikon SLM Solutions, First Resonance, Zenith Tecnica, STAR-Dundee, Benchmark 

Connector Corp, Boeing - Little Mountain Test Facility and STMicroelectronics, Inc. 

Not to be missed is the inaugural German Pavilion. Following on from the success of Space Tech 

Expo Europe hosted in Germany, the Pavilion will see representation from German companies 

including Airbus Defence and Space GmbH, embedded brains GmbH & Co. KG, Fraunhofer AVIATION 

& SPACE, OHB System AG and Reflex Aerospace GmbH. 

Running alongside the exhibition is the Space Tech Expo USA free-to-attend conference, which will 

now host not one, but two stages. The Industry Conference and the brand-new Technology 

Conference will see 40+ of the industry's most influential speakers discuss in-space servicing, 

assembly and manufacturing; satellite technology; investment; ground segment optimization and 

more. Early confirmed speakers include representatives from U.S. Space Force, Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory, Deloitte, Lockheed Martin, Space Tango and Amazon Web Services. Immerse yourself in 

panel discussions, keynotes, presentations and interactive seminars to enhance your expertise and 

spark dynamic conversations that will take your business to the next level.  

This year our free to use B2B Matchmaking platform returns! This service allows attendees to pre-

organize in-person meetings to take place in the Space Tech Expo USA exhibition hall. Maximize 

exposure ahead of the expo and take away the worry of not having enough time to network whilst 

elevating your chances of making valuable and long-lasting connections. Schedule as many meetings 

as desired whilst you have the space supply chain at your fingertips.  
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Gordon McHattie, Event Director at Space Tech Expo USA says: “The continued growth in the space 

industry is reflected in the consistent and continued growth of the event. We’re already seeing much 

increased numbers of sector professionals registering to attend and so we are extremely excited to 

see the business networking and opportunities unfold this coming May in Long Beach!”. 

To find out more about what you can achieve at Space Tech Expo USA 2024 and to register for your 

free pass, please visit our website: https://bit.ly/42UjIlY  

Get the latest updates on social, follow us and join the conversation #SpaceTechExpo  
X: @spacetechexpo 
Facebook: @SpaceTechExpo 
LinkedIn: /company/space-tech-expo/ 
Instagram: @spacetechexpo  
 
For more information, please contact: 
Gordon McHattie - Event Director 

gordon.mchattie@smartershows.com    

For press registration, please register online https://www.spacetechexpo.com/press-information  
 
For press inquiries send us an e-mail at info@spacetechexpo.com   
 
ENDS 
  
About Space Tech Expo USA 

Space Tech Expo USA is the West Coast's premier space event, which consists of two days of 
knowledge sharing and networking alongside a supply chain exhibition. The free-to-attend exhibition 
will showcase the very latest technology from technical designers, sub-systems suppliers, 
manufacturers, and components through to systems integrators for civil, military, and commercial 
space. The event was established in 2012 and is a B2B trade event for aerospace and related industry 
professionals/government/academia only.  

About Organizer 

Organizers Smarter Shows Ltd. specialize in producing highly focused B2B supply chain exhibitions 
and technical conferences for the manufacturing and engineering sectors, with a focus on aerospace, 
automotive and materials industries. 
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